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Dear Friends of the Elgin Literary Festival,

A while ago, I had an idea ... an idea to create a 
festival that brought together all of the amaz-
ing things that I had experienced at writers’ 
workshops, conferences, authors’ events, and 
in critique groups. I wanted to be able to give 
other writers and readers the opportunities 
that I had. 

I wanted to bring exciting programs and au-
thors to you, right on your doorstep, and free 
and open to all ages and experience levels.

Living in Elgin, I knew we had the perfect location 
for what I had envisioned. Elgin is a thriving city, 
full of wonderful restaurants and venues, and 
welcoming to artists of all media. I felt that Elgin 
would be the best home for this idea, and after be-
ing introduced to the artists at Side Street Studio 
Arts, I knew I was in the right place. 

I sincerely thank you for joining us for the 2017 
Elgin Literary Festival. I hope our events spark 
great conversation and even greater inspiration. 

Happy Reading & Writing! Karly Kirkpatrick, ELF Founder
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Contact us at
elginliteraryfestival@gmail.com

From Chicago and East:
Exit at Route 25
S. on Dundee Ave (1.5 mi.)
W. on Kimball St. (3 blks.)
S. on Douglas Ave. (1 blk.)
W. on Symphony Way

From Rockford and West:
Exit at Route 31
S. on State St. (2 mi.)
E. on Kimball St. (0.1 mi.)
S. on Grove Ave. (1 blk.)
E. on Symphony Way

Special thanks to: Jamey Bouwmeester,
Elgin Cultural Arts Commission, Amanda 
Harris, Richard Johnson, Karly Kirkpatrick, 
Roberto Martinez, Tanner Melvin, Jeffrey 
Pierce, Erin Rehberg, Butch Wilhelmi.

The Hemmens
Cultural Center
45 Symphony Way
Downtown Elgin
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A writer may have a story to 
tell, a sense of plot, and strong 
characters, but for all of these to 
come together some key ques-
tions must be answered. What 
form should the narrator take? 
An omniscient, invisible force, or 
one—or more—of the characters? 
But in what voice, and from what 
vantage point? How to decide? 
Avoiding prescriptive instructions 
or arbitrary rules, Christopher 
Castellani brilliantly examines 
the various ways writers have 
solved the crucial point-of-view 
problem. By unpacking the nar-

rative strategies at play in the work of writers as different as E. 
M. Forster, Grace Paley, and Tayeb Salih, among many others, 
he illustrates how the author’s careful manipulation of distance 
between narrator and character drives the story. An insightful 
work by an award-winning novelist and the artistic director of 
GrubStreet, The Art of Perspective is a fascinating discussion on 
a subject of perpetual interest to any writer. 

In 2006, celebrated author Ben 
Tanzer began working on a series 
of short stories all set in the fi ctional 
upstate New York town of Two 
Rivers, later collected into the three 
small volumes Repetition Patterns 
(2008), So Different Now (2011), 
and After the Flood (2014). Now for 
the fi rst time, all 33 of these stories 
have been put together into one 
paperback edition. Featuring dark 
character studies of childhood, mid-
dle age, and (lack of) grace under 
pressure, these stories are considered 
by many to be among the best work 
of Tanzer’s career. So take a stool at Thirsty’s, order another 
Yuengling, and be prepared to be transported into the black 
heart of the American small-town soul, as one of our nation’s 
best contemporary authors takes us on a journey across space 
and time that will not be soon forgotten.

When Doreen Gray walks in the 
vaulted doorway of elite Chandler 
Academy, she is a sad, disastrous 
mess of acne, frizzy hair, and 
low self-esteem. Heidi Whelan, 
social-climber turned queen bee, 
takes one look and knows she 
has found her new protégé. Heidi 
gets her bookworm roommate Biz 
Gibbons-Brown to take a picture of 
Doreen and work her Photoshop 
magic. The result? A stunning 
profi le pic that looks nothing like 
the real Doreen.

Out with the men of nineteenth 
century London and in with the girls of twenty-fi rst century 
New England, Doreen is a sharp and scandal-fi lled YA retelling 
of Oscar Wilde’s classic The Picture of Dorian Gray.

In The Bloody Planet, Callista 
Buchen calls out to the geographies 
of the solar system, considering the 
local and the grand, the Earth-
bound and beyond.

Her speakers are searchers—
through far-fl ung examinations and 
pursuits of strange landscapes, they 
bring us face to face with what it 
means to be human. On Mercury, 
‘Scars gather fl esh— / fall apart. 
The ground writes, rewrites.’ The 
speaker asks again and again: ‘What 
does it matter?’

What matters is the gravity of place. What matters is what 
pulls us. In these twenty gorgeous, tensile poems, Buchen 
explores what connects and separates, culling from the planets 
a universe of language, color, work, art, even love.

Critiquing another writer can 
be murder. From its lurid, 
over-the-top prologue to its 
quirky addendum, Frame Shop 
is a mystery thriller fi lled with 
violence, humor, and occasional 
writing advice. Harold J. Acker-
man thinks his latest cat mystery 
proves he is the best writer in 
the Pleasant Meadows Writers’ 
Guild and Critiquing Society, 
not that the motley assortment 
of poets, poseurs, and wannabe 
writers in the PMWGCS provides 
much competition. But then 
Gantry Ellis, the NYT best-selling 
author of the Danger McAdams 
mystery thrillers, joins the group 

and wows everyone. Still, Harold hopes to leverage his connec-
tion to the famous author into a big break, agreeing to help his 
mentor with some crime research between contentious critique 
sessions. Soon, though, his efforts lead to murder ... and then 
more murder. Frame Shop by Donald J. Bingle delivers fun, 
intrigue, and variety to its readers, whether they are long-time 
mystery fans or aspiring writers attracted by its writers’ group 
setting. 

After over a decade in prison, a 
young sculptor, Yuri Dilienko, 
returns to his old neighborhood in 
Cicero, Illinois. He fi nds the town 
stripped of so many places he used 
to know, while the town’s familiar 
streets, bricks and steeples trigger 
memories of his traumatic youth. 
To convalesce, he sculpts from col-
lected scrap metal, but his arrival 
in town soon rouses a young girl, 
Lita Avila, to curiosity. Could this 
reclusive and oddly quiet man, 
whose art is sensitive yet intense, 
truly be guilty of setting fi re to his 
parents’ bungalow and burning 
them alive? 

At once an homage to the urban grit of Nelson Algren and the 
family sagas of Leo Tolstoy, The Fugue is a true epic that spans 
three generations and over fi fty years, a major new achieve-
ment in the history of Chicago literature. It considers the effects 
of war and the silent, haunting traumas inherited by children of 
displaced refugees. Gint Aras’s lucid yet lyrical prose braids and 
weaves a tale where memory and imagination merge, time rac-
es and drags, and identity collapses and shifts without warning.

Walt Disney World is for little 
kids, princesses, and dweebs, 
right? WRONG! There’s more 
than enough at WDW to keep 
the two-fi sted, thrill-seeking, 
hard-drinking, meat-eating 
he-man of the house happy as a 
caveman with a mammoth rib. 

Bart Scott comes to the aid of 
moms and girlfriends every-
where with the only guide-
book specifi cally designed to 
convince the football-watching, 
beer-swilling, couch potato they 
love that a trip to WDW will 
not only reduce the whining in 
the household and give them continued access to those special 
favors, but will actually be FUN for them. Ears of Steel is an 
honest, straight-from-the-shoulder, and frequently hilarious 
look at everything in Walt Disney World that keeps real men 
coming back, with all the sissy stuff either glossed over or 
ignored entirely.

Know thyself and Nothing in excess. 
Just as the doomed sailors of 
Homer’s Odyssey fail to heed one or 
the other of these maxims, and end 
up getting turned to swine or lured 
to their peril by the singing sirens, 
so too do the doomed characters in 
Joseph G. Peterson’s new collection 
of stories fail idiotically in one way 
or another and end up, like those 
ancient sailors, facing the prospect of 
their own mortal twilight. Set mostly 
in Chicago and by turns gruesome, 
violent, comic, lurid and perverse, 
these stories are suffused with a 
metaphorical light that lends beauty 
and joy to the experience of reading them.

The year is 1883, and in New York 
City, Anna Savard and her cousin 
Sophie—both graduates of the 
Woman’s Medical School—treat the 
city’s most vulnerable, even if doing 
so puts everything they’ve strived 
for in jeopardy... 

Anna’s work has placed her in the 
path of four children who have lost 
everything, just as she herself once 
had. Faced with their helplessness, 
Anna must make an unexpected 
choice between holding on to the 
pain of her past and letting love 
into her life.

For Sophie, an obstetrician and the orphaned daughter of free 
people of color, helping a desperate young mother forces her to 
grapple with the oath she took as a doctor—and thrusts her and 
Anna into the orbit of anti-vice crusader Anthony Comstock, a 
dangerous man who considers himself the enemy of everything 
indecent and of anyone who dares to defy him.

With its vivid depictions of old New York and its enormously 
appealing characters, The Gilded Hour is a captivating novel by 
an author at the height of her powers.

A writer may have a story to 
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characters, but for all of these to 
come together some key ques-
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form should the narrator take? form should the narrator take? 
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social-climber turned queen bee, 
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the real Doreen.
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of Tanzer’s career. So take a stool at Thirsty’s, order another 

Hillbilly Justice on the School Bus is a 
delightful snapshot memoir of life in 
the Ozarks that is chock-full of wacky 
anecdotes in chapters such as “What 
Happens at the Blue Hole Stays at 
the Blue Hole” and “Salt and Salve, 
a.k.a. Henry Gets Potty Trained.” 
Sarah Blossom Ware weaves together 
history and humor to honor the 
wonderfully unique and resourceful 
people who live in the Ozark Foothills 
of Northwest Arkansas.

Branded as an Enemy of the State, 
Paivi Anderson left everything behind 
to start a new life. Torn from her 
parents and now a fugitive from jus-
tice, along with her brother, Torsten, 
and former frenemy Christian, she 
is desperate to save her family and 
escape her country’s tyrannical rule. 
But in order to outsmart the Anti-Ter-
rorism Coalition, she’ll need to learn to 
control her powers. 

When Paivi discovers the true meaning 
of the EOS list, she realizes that she may 
end up saving much more than just her 
parents. From the Into The Shadows trilogy by Karly Kirkpatrick.

Hillbilly Justice on the School Bus
delightful snapshot memoir of life in 
the Ozarks that is chock-full of wacky 
anecdotes in chapters such as “What 
Happens at the Blue Hole Stays at 
the Blue Hole” and “Salt and Salve, 
a.k.a. Henry Gets Potty Trained.” 
Sarah Blossom Ware
history and humor to honor the 
wonderfully unique and resourceful 
people who live in the Ozark Foothills 
of Northwest Arkansas.
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be murder. From its lurid, 
over-the-top prologue to its 
quirky addendum, 
is a mystery thriller fi lled with 
violence, humor, and occasional 
writing advice. Harold J. Acker-
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proves he is the best writer in 
the Pleasant Meadows Writers’ 
Guild and Critiquing Society, 
not that the motley assortment 
of poets, poseurs, and wannabe 
writers in the PMWGCS provides 
much competition. But then 
Gantry Ellis, the NYT best-selling 
author of the Danger McAdams 
mystery thrillers, joins the group 

books by participating authors#

For Sophie, an obstetrician and the orphaned daughter of free 

CHRISTOPHER CASTELLANI CALLISTA BUCHEN SARA DONATI (ROSINA LIPPI)



 schedule of events¶

4:00 pm Exhibit Hall

ELGIN LITERARY FEST OPENS
Check-in. Complimentary snacks, cash bar.

5:00-6:00 pm Rehearsal Room

PANEL: HARRY POTTER AND THE 
ETERNAL FRANCHISE
Panel: Karly Kirkpatrick, Bart Scott, 
Elizabeth Melvin, Melissa Franic
Are you a fan of Harry Potter? Join us for a fun 
panel discussion about all things of the Wizard-
ing World.

6:00-7:15 pm Exhibit Hall Stage

FEATURED SPEAKER:
CALLISTA BUCHEN
“Raid the Other World”: Writing Prose Poems
Marianne Moore suggests that the problems 
of defi nition, of “trying to differentiate poetry 
from prose,” are the “wart[s] on so much happi-
ness.” In this craft class, we’ll happily focus on 
prose poems. We’ll look at different kinds of 
prose poems, exploring how the prose poem 
can “borrow” the strategies of nonpoems. As 
we’ll see, all genres are full of contradictions, 
and recognizing and exploiting these contra-
dictions will help us create exciting new work. 
We’ll think about both the boundaries of form 
and the perceived boundaries of content, and 
why we choose particular forms for particular 
poems. As Michael Delville argues, “what is at 
stake here is the extent to which poetry, like 
any other discourse or cultural practice, can 
have claims to larger concerns in the world 
outside the text.” Book signings to follow.

6:30-7:15 pm Rehearsal Room

PANEL: SELF-PUBLISHING
Panel: Cynthia Palm, Karly Kirkpatrick, 
Elizabeth Melvin, Melissa Franic
Interested in learning more about the world of 
self-publishing your own writing? Join these 
experienced self-publishers to learn how to 
successfully distribute your writing. 

7:30-8:45 pm Exhibit Hall Stage

FEATURED SPEAKER: 
PAT VERDUCCI
“Write Your Screenplay!”
Have a movie that you’ve been dying to write? 
Use the Hero’s Journey to create a strong pro-
tagonist and powerful cinematic three-act struc-
ture. Find out how Hollywood fi lmmakers use 
this tool to outline their movies, create active 
characters, and ensure emotional experiences 
for the audience. Pat will answer questions and 
autograph books after her presentation. 

8:00-8:45 pm Rehearsal Room

SO YOU WANT TO WRITE 
A ROMANCE
Elizabeth Harmon, A.J. Pine
True or False? Romance is one of the biggest 
selling literary genres. True! And they’re su-
per-easy to write because they all just follow 
a formula, right?  False! In fact, there’s a lot 
more to writing a great romance than many 
people think.  This presentation/workshop by 
multi-published contemporary romance authors 
Elizabeth Harmon, a 2016 Romance Writers 
of America RITA® Finalist, and A.J. Pine, will 
cover the basics of the romance genre, what 
sets it apart from other types of fi ction, and 
recommend resources to help you put your own 
heart on the page, from that fi rst longing look 
to happy ever after. 

9:00-10:30 pm Exhibit Hall Stage

THE ART OF CONFESSING: 
A LIVE POETRY EVENT
Hosted by Jeffrey Pierce
A confession is a powerful personal statement 
of truth as you know it: your feelings, beliefs, 
memories and perceptions — your version of 
The Facts. It’s a statement that’s only as beauti-
ful as you make it, and it’s true only when you 
say it. Area poets will share their poetic confes-
sions in front of a live audience, accompanied 
by live jazz by Accidentally on Purpose. 

9:00 am Exhibit Hall

ELGIN LITERARY FEST REOPENS
Check-in. Complimentary snacks and coffee.

10:00-11:00 am Exhibit Hall Stage

SOURCEBOOKS: THE WORLD
OF PUBLISHING
Todd Stocke
Todd Stocke, vice president and editorial direc-
tor at Sourcebooks, will discuss how to ap-
proach a publisher, what a publisher does (and 
does not do), and what book editors look for. 
Plus, he’ll talk about the opportunities and the 
challenges of self-publishing and how to think 
like an author and connect with your readers. 

10:00-11:00 am Green Room

WORKSHOP: MASTER THE 
AUTHOR AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Elizabeth Melvin, Liliana Escobedo, 
Melissa Franic
Whether you self-publish or submit to a pub-
lisher, all authors need to master the Author 
Bio. For some of us, creating a fl exible Universe 
down to the smallest microscopic imaginary in-
sect is easier than giving a good elevator speech 
about ourselves and our work. Join Liliana 
Escobedo, Melissa Franic, and Elizabeth Melvin, 
peer-reviewed journal editors, as they delve 
into the keys of an effective Author Bio. In this 
interactive workshop we will study example 
biographies and then generate our own strong 
paragraph to grace our submissions or the hard 
wrought self-published masterpieces we craft 
ourselves. 

10:30-11:15 am Rehearsal Room

WORKSHOP: PINTEREST & 
INSTAGRAM FOR AUTHORS: 
THE SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING 
TOOLS YOU’VE NEGLECTED
Amy Cattapan
Pinterest isn’t just for recipes and funny memes, 
and Instagram isn’t just for photos of your cat 
or dog. Both can be great tools for authors to 
connect with their readers and increase their 
fan base. In this presentation, we’ll discuss how 
to grow your following, optimize your profi le, 
and use Pinterest to drive traffi c to your web-
site. We’ll also look at best practices for posting 
to Instagram in order to connect with your fans 
and meet new ones. 

Friday, January 27 Saturday, January 28



 schedule of events#
11:00 am-1:00 pm Exhibit Hall

BOOK SALES & LUNCH
Several participating authors and featured 
speakers will have books for sale. Lunch items 
will be for sale from Blue Box Café. 

11:30 am-12:30 pm Exhibit Hall Stage

PODCASTING AS AN AUTHOR
Sarah Blossom Ware, Bart Scott
Podcasts have become increasingly popular over 
the past decade.  By conservative estimates, 
there are over 100,000 active podcasts world-
wide with over 75 million listeners per month.  
A subset of these are stand-alone podcasts by 
authors.  Author Bart Scott’s “Ears of Steel” 
podcast is based on his book, Ears of Steel: The 
Real Man’s Guide to Walt Disney World.  Simi-
larly, Sarah Blossom Ware’s “Hillbilly Justice on 
the School Bus” podcast is based on her mem-
oir about growing up as an Arkansas hillbilly.  
Although the format and goals of these two 
podcasters are different, podcasts by authors 
have the potential to indirectly market books by 
engaging new audiences. 

12:00-1:00 pm Rehearsal Room

PANEL: IS CHICAGO LITERATURE 
GENTRIFYING?
Ilana Manaster, Ben Tanzer, Joe Peter-
son, Gint Aras; Amy Danzer, Moderator
People hear the term “Chicago novel” and 
instantly imagine grit, urban blight and social 
realism. In reality this aesthetic, particular to 
greats like Nelson Algren and Stuart Dybek, 
represents only a fraction of what writing 
Chicago has produced. Certainly in the last 
half-century, the Chicago novel has trend-
ed away from grit and darkness to include a 
wide range of aesthetics. Is this a function of a 
changing social dynamic in the city itself, or the 
result of overall changes in American reading 
tastes? 

1:00-2:15 pm Exhibit Hall Stage

FEATURED SPEAKER:
SARA DONATI/ROSINA LIPPI
“Confessions of a Successful Novelist”
All the questions you’ve wondered about but 
were afraid to ask will be tackled here by 
someone who has had both critical success (her 
fi rst novel won the PEN/Hemingway Award) 
and commercial success (she makes her living 
writing novels since 1999). Wondering what an 
editor really does? If authors get along? How 
the money works? Come get the skinny.  Books 
will be available for sale and signing after the 
presentation.

1:00-2:00 pm Green Room

WRITING TO EVOKE CHILDHOOD 
MEMORIES
Sarah Blossom Ware, Bart Scott
Authors strive to write stories that evoke emo-
tional connections to their characters.  Readers 
gravitate toward stories that transport them 
into the very heart of their characters.  Some of 
the strongest emotional ties people have are to 
childhood memories.  Authors Bart Scott and 
Sarah Blossom Ware will discuss different goals 
and approaches to emotionally link readers 
with these childhood memories. 

1:30-2:30 pm Rehearsal Room

THE AUTHOR AS PRODUCT
Gint Aras
In our cultural ethos, art and commerce are of-
ten at odds. Some people even pursue the path 
of art or  writing as an escape from commercial 
values. Of course, to succeed in a career as a 
writer, one must also learn to sell an intimate 
part of oneself. Should this necessarily be a 
confl ict or compromise? Novelist Gint Aras ar-
gues that we should value ourselves in multiple 
ways, from the aesthetic to the fi nancial, while 
we’re mindful of why we want to reach audi-
ences with our ideas in the fi rst place. 

2:30-3:45 pm Exhibit Hall Stage

PANEL: WRITERS’ TALES
Callista Buchen, Pat Verducci, 
Christopher Castellani, Sara Donati; 
Karly Kirkpatrick, Moderator
Join us for a chat with our keynote speakers 
to learn about how they achieved their success 
and what the writer’s life is like. 

2:30-3:30 pm Green Room

WRITING FOR YOUNG READERS
Amy Cattapan
Have you ever considered writing for children? 
Maybe you’ve dreamed of writing picture books 
or young adult novels—or even something in 
between! Find out about the different types of 
writing opportunities available (from maga-
zines to novels) when it comes to writing for 
young readers. We’ll look at what makes each 
age group unique as well as some tips for writ-
ing for them. Find out how you can tap into this 
amazing market. 

3:00-4:00 pm Rehearsal Room

WRITER ON DEMAND
Donald J. Bingle
Author Donald J. Bingle has had fi ve books, 
a couple of novellas, and fi fty short stories 
published in the thriller, science fi ction, fantasy, 
horror, mystery, steampunk, romance, comedy, 
and memoir genres, most of them written on 
short deadlines and to specifi c wordcount and 
topic specifi cations. Learn how to fi nd open 
calls for stories and screenplays and how to 
craft your tales to be more likely to be selected 
for publication. 

4:00-5:30 pm Exhibit Hall Stage

FEATURED SPEAKER:
CHRISTOPHER CASTELLANI
“The Art of Perspective”
The success of any work of fi ction or narrative 
nonfi ction depends almost entirely on its narra-
tive strategy. Not only which character(s) tell(s) 
the story, from what vantage point, in the past 
or present, but why those choices are optimal 
and how they contribute to the overall effect 
the author is aiming for. In this session, we 
will begin by defi ning narrative strategy, then 
discuss its relationship to an author’s choice of 
perspective and his/her manipulation of narra-
tive distance. 

All sessions are between 45-75 minutes long.  Sessions, times and presenters are subject to change.



 authors and presenters¶

Callista 
Buchen

Callista Buchen 
is the author of 
poetry chapbooks 
The Bloody Planet 
(Black Lawrence 
Press, Octo-
ber 2015) and 
Double-Mouthed 
(dancing girl 

press, April 2016). She is the winner of 
DIAGRAM‘s essay contest and the Langston 
Hughes award, with work appearing in 
Harpur Palate, Fourteen Hills, Puerto del Sol, 
Salamander, Whiskey Island Review, and 
many other journals. She teaches writing at 
Franklin College in Indiana.

Christopher 
Castellani

Christopher Cas-
tellani is the son of 
Italian immigrants 
and a native of 
Wilmington, Del-
aware. He resides 
in Boston, where 
he is the artistic director of Grub Street, one 
of the country’s leading non-profi t creative 
writing centers. He is the author of three 
critically-acclaimed novels, A Kiss from 
Maddalena (Algonquin Books, 2003), winner 
of the Massachusetts Book Award in 2004; 
The Saint of Lost Things (Algonquin Books, 
2005), a BookSense (IndieBound) Notable 
Book; and All This Talk of Love (Algonquin, 
2013), a New York Times Editors’ Choice 
and fi nalist for the Ferro-Grumley Literary 
Award. He is currently working on a new 
novel. The Art of Perspective: Who Tells the 
Story, a collection of essays on writing, is 
now available from Graywolf.

In addition to his work with Grub Street, 
Christopher is on the faculty and academic 
board of the Warren Wilson MFA program 
and the Bread Loaf Writers Conference. 
Christopher was educated at Swarthmore 
College, received his Masters in English Lit-
erature from Tufts University and a Master 
of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from Bos-
ton University. In April 2014, Christopher 
was awarded a Guggenheim fellowship for 
fi ction.

Rosina Lippi/
Sara Donati

Rosina Lippi is a former aca-
demic and tenured university 
professor. Since 2000 she 
spends her time haunting the 
intersection where history 
and storytelling meet, wal-
lowing in 19th century news-
papers, magazines, street 
maps, and academic historical research. And she 
never gets bored with any of it.

Under the pen name Sara Donati she is the 
author of the Wilderness series, six historical 
novels that follow the fortunes of the Bonner 
family in the vast forests in upstate New York.  
Her newest novel about the Bonner family is 
The Gilded Hour. The new series jumps ahead 
past the destruction of the Civil War to follow 
Nathaniel and Elizabeth’s granddaughters into 
the twentieth century.

Under her own name, Rosina writes contem-
porary novels and academic work. The majority 
of her book reviews can be found at Goodreads; 
you can also fi nd her on Facebook and Twitter 
(@RosinaLippi). She lives on Puget Sound with 
her husband, daughter, two elderly dogs and a 
rambunctious cat. 

Pat Verducci

I believe that 
stories can change 
the world. But 
that often we are 
stopped from telling 
them by the pow-
erful thoughts in 
our heads. My goal 
is to make you a 
better, happier writer. I will help strengthen and 
deepen your craft, give you tools to overcome 
resistance, and aid you to tap in more fully to 
the stories, characters and themes that matter 
to you.  

As a writer myself, I’ve penned scripts for 
Touchstone Pictures, Witt Thomas Productions, 
and Disney’s animation division. I wrote and 
directed a feature fi lm for Trimark Pictures, and 
co-produced the award-winning documentary 
“Somewhere Between.” For the past ten years, 
I’ve taught screenwriting in UCLA Extension’s 
creative writing program and recently served as a 
mentor at the Meryl Streep/IRIS Writer’s Lab for 
Women in New York.

Gint Aras

Gint Aras’s novel, 
The Fugue (Tortoise, 
2016), was a fi nalist 
for the 2016 Chica-
go Writers Associ-
ation Book Award. 
His prose and 
translations have 
appeared in The St. 
Petersburg Review, 
Quarterly West, Curbside Splendor, ReImagine, 
STIR Journal, Dialogo, several foreign maga-
zines, The Good Men Project and other journals. 
He is a community college instructor and lives 
in Oak Park with his family. Learn more at his 
website: http://gint-aras.com

Donald J. Bingle

Donald J. Bingle is the au-
thor of fi ve books and more 
than fi fty shorter tales in 
the science fi ction, fantasy, 
thriller, horror, mystery, 
steampunk, romance, com-
edy, and memoir genres.

Listing Eagle Scout, light-
ning strike survivor, Dog 
Person and Keeper of the 

World’s Largest Kazoo among his credits, the re-
tired attorney is a member of the International 
Thriller Writers, the Science Fiction and Fantasy 
Writers of America, Horror Writers Association, 
and the International Association of Media 
Tie-in Writers. He was the world’s top-ranked 
tournament player of classic roleplaying games 
like Dungeons & Dragons for more than fi fteen 
years, and is the creator of the pseudoscience 
Neopsychophysics. His answer to the age old 
question, “How low can you go?” is nineteen 
inches.

Thanks to Cathy G. Johnson at cathyboy.com 
for the artwork to the above left, used with 
permission.

Amy
Cattapan

I’m an author, 
speaker, and 
middle school 
English teacher 
who is passionate 
about books for 
kids, especially 

those for the age group I teach! I began my 
career as a high school teacher but soon moved 
to the middle school level, where kids actually 
want to answer teachers’ questions.

FEATURED SPEAKERS
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Because I believe in practicing what I preach 

and don’t believe in the saying, “Those that can, 
do; those that can’t, teach,” I’m also a writer. 
I’ve had several short stories and articles pub-
lished in children’s magazines as well as being 
published in Chicken Soup for the Soul: From 
Lemons to Lemonade and Chicken Soup for the 
Soul: Raising Great Kids.

In April 2015, my young adult novel Angel-
hood was released by Vinspire Publishing and 
immediately became an Amazon bestseller for 
Christian teen fi ction on social issues. It has 
also won a Gold Medal for Young Adult Fic-
tion-Religion/Spirituality from the Moonbeam 
Children’s Books Awards and an Honorable 
Mention for Young Adult Fiction–Social Issues 
from the Readers’ Favorite Book Awards.

Amy Danzer

Amy Danzer writes 
fi ction and creative 
nonfi ction, teaches 
literature and writing at 
Chicago-area colleges 
and universities, and 
manages several masters 
programs at Northwest-
ern University. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in 
English and a Master of Arts in Literature, both 
from NU. When Danzer isn’t working, reading 
or writing, she is often at live lit events in town, 
photographing the city, or spending time with 
her partner and kinfolk.

Melissa Franic

Melissa Franic is a writ-
er and educator born 
and raised in the sub-
urbs of Chicago to an 
Italian-American mother 
and a Yugoslavian-born 
father. She holds a 

Master of Fine Arts Degree in Creative Writing 
from Goddard College, as well as a Bachelor of 
Science in Journalism and Anthropology from 
Northern Illinois University. Melissa currently 
works in academic administration (which is 
as boring as it sounds but pays the bills). She 
also teaches writing workshops throughout 
the Chicago area, most recently The Writer’s 
Playground as part of The Elgin Literary Fes-
tival. She previously worked as a professional 
journalist at various suburban Chicago newspa-
pers, including The West Chicago Press and The 
Naperville Sun. Her creative work has appeared 
in The Pitkin Review, where she also held the 
positions of Associate Editor and Critical Com-
mentary Editor. She is married to the writer Jeff 
Pizek.

Elizabeth 
Harmon

Quirky settings. Loveable, 
if imperfect heroines. 
Gorgeous men with hearts 
of gold. Contemporary 
romance author Elizabeth 
Harmon loves them all.

A graduate of the 
University of Illinois, she 
has worked in advertis-

ing, community journalism and as a freelance 
magazine writer. She feels incredibly blessed to 
have a career that allows her to spend her days 
imagining “what if?” and a loving family that 
keeps her grounded in the real world. 

An adventurous cook, vintage home enthu-
siast, occasional actress, and entry-level fi gure 
skater, Elizabeth makes her home in the Mid-
west, where life is good, but the sports teams 
aren’t. She loves to hang out on her front porch, 
or at her favorite local establishments, enjoy 
good food and wine, and talk writing with any-
one who will listen.

Karly 
Kirkpatrick

Karly Kirkpat-
rick is a German 
teacher by day 
and a writer by 
night. She tends to 
write (and read!) 
primarily YA nov-
els, but sometimes 
some grown-up writings sneak in there as well. 
Her YA novels include the Into the Shadows 
Trilogy, the Bloody Little Secrets series, and The 
Green, and her books and stories for adults are 
London Calling, EIGHT, and Negatives.

Karly has studied at many schools and is an 
eternal student. She studied writing at DePaul 
University in Chicago and at the UCLA Exten-
sion Writer’s Program. She is also a certifi ed 
school librarian and will complete her Master’s 
in Library and Information Science from the 
University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) in 
May 2017. She is a member of SCBWI, the ALA, 
and the ILA, and is a co-founder of the Elgin 
Literary Festival. She lives in Elgin, Illinois with 
her husband, daughter, and herd of dogs.

Cynthia Palm

Cynthia Palm has dabbled in the writing world 
for years, having written for several magazines 
and various publications. This year she pub-
lished her fi rst book entitled An Attitude Of 

Prayer, as the result of a challenge presented 
by her church pastor. Cynthia is a certifi ed lay 
speaker and liturgist in the United Methodist 
Church, writing and preparing various parts of 
the Sunday morning worship service. Cynthia 
is a life-long resident of Elgin and enjoys all the 
artistic opportunities this town has to offer.

Ilana 
Manaster

Ilana Manaster had 
the misfortune of 
being a person who 
runs cold, while 
living out a child-
hood in the frigid 
tundra known 
as the Chicago 
suburbs. Her work has appeared in Cosmopoli-
tan Magazine, Reading Out Loud Podcast, Soon 
Quarterly and elsewhere. Her young adult novel 
Doreen, a contemporary reimagining of the 
Picture of Dorian Gray, was released by Running 
Press Kids in June 2016. As a solo performer, 
she performed in the New York Fringe Festi-
val, The Rhinoceros Festival in Chicago and in 
Manhattan comedy clubs. She holds an MFA 
in fi ction from Columbia University where she 
also taught composition. After a decade in New 
York and 18 months in Barcelona, she is back in 
Chicago with her family. Winter is here. 

Elizabeth Melvin

Elizabeth Melvin is a 
graduate of the God-
dard College MFA pro-
gram. She completed 
undergraduate studies 
in fi ction and play-
writing at Columbia 
College of Chicago. She 
is an active participant in her local writing com-
munity as a member of the Associated Writers 
and Writing Programs, Fox Valley Writers and a 
workshop presenter at the 2015 Elgin Literary 
Festival. She was lead poetry editor and fi ction 
editor for the Pitkin Review literary journal. Her 
recent published works include various poems 
and excerpts form her novel Schooled. Review 
preferences include fantasy, sci-fi , literary 
fi ction, magical realism, memoir, poetry, and 
creative non-fi ction. 

Jeffrey Pierce

“Writing poems 
is the only thing I 
was ever proper-
ly trained to do,” 
writes Jeffrey Pierce. 



“Everything else is a hack.” After earning a B.A. 
in English Composition from UW-Milwaukee, 
he started a 30-year career in printing and 
publishing. His poems and articles have ap-
peared in local and regional press, and Adobe 
and Information Week magazines. He is now the 
publisher of the Elgin MUSE, an anthology of 
local verse, and BRAVO, a monthly Elgin culture 
magazine.  Mr. Pierce is a technology con-
sultant for DSG, an R.R. Donnelley company, 
adjunct faculty at Harper College, and curator 
of the Slade Avenue Poetry Box.

Joseph G.
Peterson

Joseph G. Peterson 
is the author of three 
novels and of the 
epic poem, Inside the 
Whale. As a kid he ran 
through the fi elds with 
his brothers chasing 

rabbits; he fi shed ponds and rivers for carp; 
he played Kick the Can with the neighborhood 
kids. And then he matriculated to the University 
of Chicago where he received his BA in General 
Studies. He tended bar when you could smoke 
cigars in bars; he labored for the bricklayers 
who threw bricks at him for quoting poetry on 
the scaffolds. He still reads Wordsworth and 
Yeats. He lives in Chicago with his wife and two 
daughters.

His work has appeared in Banango Street, 
Akashic Books, Disembodied Text, Anthology of 
Chicago, Exquisite Corpse, New Millennium Writ-
ings, and other journals.

A.J. Pine

AJ Pine writes sto-
ries to break read-
ers’ hearts, but don’t 
worry—she’ll mend 
them with a happily 
ever after. As an 
English teacher and 
a librarian, AJ has 
always surrounded 
herself with books. All her favorites have one 
big commonality: romance. Naturally, the books 
she writes have the same. When she’s not writ-
ing, she’s of course reading. Then there’s online 
shopping (everything from groceries to shoes). 
And a tiny bit of TV where she nourishes her 
undying love of vampires, superheroes, and a 
certain high-functioning sociopath detective. 
You’ll also fi nd her hanging with her family in 
the Chicago ‘burbs. AJ is represented by Court-
ney Miller-Callihan of Handspun Literary.

Bart 
Scott

Bart Scott 
is a writer, 
podcaster & 
artist living 
in the Chi-
cago area. 

More importantly he’s a dad, husband, and 
Disney fan. 

His latest novel for children/middle grade 
readers is The Cats of the Castle! Take an ad-
venture through Disneyland at night and follow 
the Royal Order of Cats of the Castle as they 
protect Walt’s magical legacy, and race to stop 
a greedy human with a grudge against the park 
and his gang of “hench-rats” and a surly mutant 
raccoon. 

His fi rst book, Balaam, is a fun adventure 
for young readers (and those young at heart) 
inspired by the Old Testament character of the 
same name and his talking donkey! 

Bart also wrote the humorous travel guide, 
Ears of Steel: The Real Man’s Guide to Walt Dis-
ney World. It is irreverent, satirical, and hilari-
ous! Written with the personal mandate that it 
be funny fi rst; helpful ... well, maybe, readers 
of both genders love it. Whether you’ve never 
been to Walt Disney World or you’ve been one 
hundred times, you’ll laugh out loud over and 
over again!

Todd Stocke

Todd Stocke is vice 
president and editorial 
director of Source-
books, one of the 
world’s largest and 
leading independent 
book publishers. He 
oversees all Source-
books imprints and acquisition efforts in every 
category, including adult nonfi ction, fi ction, ro-
mance novels, mixed-media, calendars, young 
adult, and children’s books. 

During his time at Sourcebooks, he has over-
seen the growth of its list from just a few titles 
a year to its current annual output of 300+, 
with regular appearances on the New York 
Times bestsellers lists. Todd is heavily invest-
ed in all ways of bringing authors to readers 
through innovative print and digital publishing.

Ben Tanzer

Ben Tanzer is 
the author of 
the books My 
Father’s House, 
You Can Make 
Him Like You, So 
Different Now, 
Orphans, and 
Lost in Space: A 
Father’s Journey There and Back Again, among 
others. Ben serves as Director of Publicity and 
Content Strategy at Curbside Splendor Publish-
ing and can be found online at “This Blog Will 
Change Your Life,” the center of his growing 
lifestyle empire. He lives in Chicago with his 
wife and two sons.

Sarah Blossom 
Ware

Sarah was born to hip-
pie parents in Cleve-
land who later made 
the decision to walk 
off the grid.  At the age 
of three, Sarah moved 
with her parents and 
two-year-old brother 
to Cove Creek Commu-

nity in the Ozark Foothills where she lived out 
her youth as an Arkansas hillbilly.

Sarah received her Bachelor’s and Master’s 
degrees from the University of Arkansas and 
holds a doctorate degree from Wageningen 
University in the Netherlands. She currently 
resides with her husband and four daughters 
in the Chicago area where she teaches in the 
Department of Biological Sciences at Benedic-
tine University.

Accidentally 
on Purpose

AOP is a soul-pow-
ered progressive 
jazz combo from 
Elgin, Illinois 
consisting of 
Cory Bray, Tim-
othy Jackson, 
Cyrus French and 
Lamonte Norwood. They perform regularly for 
private functions and have been featured at 
Nightmare on Chicago Street and X Factor Live.

“Everything else is a hack.” After earning a B.A. Bart Ben Tanzer
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